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NOTES: 

The interview was conducted using Computer Assisted Self-Interviewing (CASI), in which 
respondents read questions from and enter data directly into a laptop computer. The script 
for the questionnaire uses a variety of ‘textfills’ to customise question wording so that it is 
appropriate to individual circumstances. All textfills are signalled in the paper 
questionnaire by the character ‘^’. For example, wherever the text reads ^he, the computer 
will substitute the appropriate pronoun; wherever the text reads ^CFName, the computer 
will substitute the child’s actual name. 

Questions are also often routed on key variables – e.g. gender of participant, whether they 
are part of a lone or two-parent household, etc. Routing is displayed in italics alongside 
the question/variable name.  
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INTRO 

Pcasint {IF parent/carer is in household and has not completed CAWI [PaWeR = 3 OR 
NPWer = 3]}  
INTERVIEWER: YOU ARE NOW IN THE PARENT ^CASI_CAPI BLOCK.  
 
THIS SECTION OF THE INTERVIEW SHOULD BE CONDUCTED WITH THE 
PARENT/CARER @BONLY@B IF THEY HAVE NOT COMPLETED THEIR WEB 
QUESTIONNAIRE.  
 
PLEASE CONFIRM WHO IS COMPLETING THE PARENT/CARER QUESTIONNAIRE. 
 
[LIST OF ADULTS (PEOPLE AGED 16+] IN HOUSEHOLD DERIVED FROM HHGRID 
FOR SELECTION] 
 
Textfill: 
IF Mode = In home, ^CASI_CAPI = CASI 
IF Mode = Telephone, ^CASI_CAPI = CAPI 
 
 
CASIInt {If interview is in-home, Mode = In home [1]} [NOT IN DATASET] 
I now have some questions for you to answer yourself, on the computer.   

INTERVIEWER: ONLY WHERE NECESSARY, ASK RESPONDENT IF THEY WOULD 
LIKE YOU TO READ THE QUESTIONS OUT TO THEM. 

Instructions about which keys to press will be shown on the computer screen. If you 
press the wrong key, I can tell you how to change the answer. When you get to the end, 
please tell me. 

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CODE WHETHER SELF-COMPLETION ACCEPTED OR 
NOT 
1 Self-completion by respondent 
2 Self-completion by interviewer 
3 Self-completion refused 
 
CASIInst {If interview is in-home, Mode = In home [1]} [NOT IN DATASET] 
INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT IS HAPPY TO DO THE SELF-COMPLETION 
THEMSELVES, HAND OVER THE COMPUTER NOW. 
 
OTHERWISE KEEP INTERVIEWING 
TContinue 
 
[SELF-COMPLETION SECTION ANSWERED BY ALL WHO DID NOT REFUSE: 
CASIInt≠3] 

PARENT/CARER INTRO AND KEY DETAILS 

SIntro {If interview is in-home, Mode = In home [1]} [NOT IN DATASET] 
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The next questions are for you to answer yourself. Please choose an answer from those 
listed on the screen by pressing the number next to the answer you want to give. Then 
press the <Enter> key. 
 
For most questions you only choose @Bone@B answer. For some questions, however, 
you can choose more than one answer. There will be instructions on the screen to tell 
you how to answer these. 
 
Please ask the interviewer if you want any help. 
 
Now press 1 and then the <Enter> key to continue. 
:TNCont 
 
New Q 
Pafname {If living with someone as a couple, Couple = Yes [1]} [NOT IN DATASET] 
I just need to check some information with you.  
 
What is your partner’s first name? 
 
^INTERVIEWER: Please type it into the box below. 
TEXT [50] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^INTERVIEWER = INTERVIEWER: 
IF Mode = Telephone, ^INTERVIEWER = Blank 
 
Plvck {If living with someone as a couple, Couple = Yes [1]} 
Were you living with ^Pname in @^LastIntTxt@G? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 

HOW LONG RESPONDENT LIVED WITH CHILD (BOOST SAMPLE NOT 
INTERVIEWED AT SWEEP 10 ONLY) 

MkZlivAl {ASK IF SampT=Boost and no data for this question at sweep 10, FFZlivAl = 
Blank/Missing} 
^SHOWP1 
Have you always lived with ^CFName? 
1 Yes, lived with him/her since birth 
2 No, not lived with him/her since birth 
3 Lived with him/her since birth but not continuously 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP1 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP1 = SHOWCARD P1 
 
MkZlivAW {IF ZlivAl=2 (No}} 
How old was ^CFName when you first started living with ^him? 
Please enter ^his age below. 
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MkZlivAC {ASK IF ZlivAl=2 (No}} 
And have you lived with ^CFName continuously since then? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 

POLITICAL ATTITUDES AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION 

MkVoteSP {Ask all} 
^SHOWP2 
The next few questions are about politics and elections. Talking to people about the 
election to the Scottish Parliament in May 2021, we have found that a lot of people didn't 
manage to vote. Which of the statements below best describes what you did? 
0 (Not eligible to vote) 
1 I did not think about voting in the Scottish Parliament election in May 2021 
2 I thought about voting in the Scottish Parliament election but in the end I did not  
3 I usually vote but did not this time  
4 I don’t usually vote and did not this time  
5 I voted in the Scottish Parliament election in May 2021 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP2 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP2 = SHOWCARD P2 
 
MkPolTiP {Ask all} 
^SHOWP3 
Thinking about the last year, who, if anyone, have you talked to about government and 
politics? 
 
^INCDALL 
 
 [MULTICODE] 
1 Nobody [EXCLUSIVE CODE] 
2 My own child(ren) 
3 Family members other than own child(ren) 
4 Friends 
5 Colleagues at work 
6 Someone else  
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP3 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP3 = SHOWCARD P3 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^INCDALL = Please select all the options that apply. To select more 
than one answer, press the spacebar between each number.  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^INCDALL = INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
MkPTkpop {ASK IF PolTip = My own child(ren)(2)} 
^SHOWP4 
How often do you talk with your own child(ren)  about government and politics?  
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1 Every day or nearly every day 
2 Less often but at least once a week 
3 Less often but at least a few times a month 
4 Less often but at least a few times a year 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP4 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP4 = SHOWCARD P4 
 
MkPolInP {Ask all} 
^SHOWP5 
To what extent do you think ^CFName influences your political views? 
1 A lot 
2 A little 
3 Not very much 
4 Not at all 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP5 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP5 = SHOWCARD P5 
 
MkPolInY {Ask all} 
^SHOWP5 
To what extent do you think you influence the political views of ^CFName? 
1 A lot 
2 A little 
3 Not very much 
4 Not at all 
 
MkEvatp {Ask all}  

^SHOWP6 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

‘Before long, climate change will have a serious impact on me and my family’ 

1 Agree strongly 
2 Agree 
3 Neither agree nor disagree 
4 Disagree 
5 Disagree strongly 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP6 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP6 = SHOWCARD P6 
 
MkPolAap/ {Ask all}  

^SHOWP7 
In the last few years, have you done any of the things listed below as a way of 
registering what you personally thought about an issue? 
 
^INCDALL 
[MULTICODE] 
1 Contacted my local council  
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2 Attended a public meeting 
3 Contacted an MP or MSP  
4 Responded to a consultation document 
5 Attended a protest, rally or demonstration 
6 Given money to a campaign or organisation  
7 Bought - or refused to buy - any products for political or ethical reasons 
8 Raised the issue in an organisation I belong to 
9 Spoken to an influential person 
10 None of these, but have done something else [EXCLUSIVE CODE} 
11 Not done anything like this to register my thoughts about an issue [EXCLUSIVE 
CODE] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP7 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP7 = SHOWCARD P7 
 

CAREERS SERVICES AND POST-SCHOOL PLANS 

MkCadvs {Ask all} 
^SHOWP8 
The next few questions are about what ^CFName was thinking about doing after S4 at 
school and after leaving school. 
 
During the time that ^CFName <b>was in S4<b>, did you ever talk to any of the 
following people, either face to face or by telephone or email, about what ^he might do 
<b>after the end of S4<b>? 
 
^INCDALL2 
 [MULTICODE] 
1 Teachers at ^CFName’s school 
2 Skills Development Scotland Careers adviser attached to the school 
3 Skills Development Scotland Careers adviser at careers office outside school 
4 Representatives of a college 
5 Representatives of a university 
6 Potential employers or apprenticeship providers 
7 Friends or family members 
8 Someone else 
9 None of these [EXCLUSIVE CODE] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP8 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP8 = SHOWCARD P8 
 
IF Mode = In home, ^INCDALL2 = Please select all the options that apply.  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^INCDALL2 = INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
 
MkCadvw {Ask all} 
^SHOWP9 
And during the time that ^CFName was in S4, did you use any of the following resources 
when thinking about what ^he might do <b>after the end of S4<b>? 
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^INCDALL2 
 
1 My World of Work website 
2 My Kid's Career website 
3 Planit website 
4 Apprenticeships.scot website 
5 College or university website(s) 
6 Job websites (e.g. Indeed, S1Jobs, Monster, etc.)  
7 Results helpline 
8 Print media (e.g. Newspapers, magazines, etc.)  
9 Social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.) 
10 Other 
11 None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP9 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP9 = SHOWCARD P9 
 
MkOpsps {Ask all)} 
^SHOWP10 
Which, if any, of the following did you discuss when talking to ^CFName about what ^he 
might do <b>after S4<b>? 
 
^INCDALL2 
 [MULTICODE] 
1 Staying on at school 
2 Going to college  
3 Starting an apprenticeship 
4 Starting some other type of work-based training 
5 Getting a full-time job (either as an employee or self-employed) 
6 Volunteering 
7 None of these [EXCLUSIVE] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP10 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP10 = SHOWCARD P10 
 
MkPasps {Ask all} 
^SHOWP11 
What did you yourself want ^CFName to do after ^he had <b>finished S4<b>? 
1 Stay on at school  
2 Go to college 
3 Start an apprenticeship  
4 Start some other type of work-based training  
5 Get a full time paid job (either as an employee or self-employed) 
6 Something else 
7 I didn’t mind 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP11 = Blank  
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IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP11 = SHOWCARD P11 
 
MkPSas {Ask all} 
^SHOWP12 
What would you like ^CFName to have done or be doing by the time ^he reaches ^his 
mid-twenties? 
Please select all the options that apply.  
1 Gone to University 
2 Gone to college 
3 Completed an apprenticeship 
4 Had a full-time paid job  
5 Had a part-time paid job 
6 Worked in the family business  
7 Worked unpaid as a volunteer  
8 Started a family 
9 Left home 
10 Been travelling 
11 Something else (please specify at the next question) 
12 None of these [EXCLUSIVE CODE] 
13 I don’t mind 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP12 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP12 = SHOWCARD P12 
 
MkPSasO {ASK IF Psas = Something else (11)} [NOT IN DATASET] 
Please type in what you would like ^CFName to have done. 
TEXT [100] 
 

OPTIMISM 

MkOptFu {Ask all} 
^SHOWP13 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 
‘I'm usually optimistic about my future’. 
1 Agree strongly 
2 Agree 
3 Neither agree nor disagree 
4 Disagree 
5 Disagree strongly 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP13 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP13 = SHOWCARD P13 
 
MkOptCh {Ask all} 
And compared with before the Coronavirus outbreak in March 2020, do you feel… 
1 more optimistic about your future, 
2 less optimistic about your future, 
3 about the same? 
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PARENT-YP RELATIONSHIP  

CKMkPAClo {Ask all} 
^SHOWP14 
Now thinking about your relationship with ^CFName.  
 
Overall, how close would you say you are to ^CFName?  
1 Not very close  
2 Fairly close  
3 Very close  
4 Extremely close  
5 Don’t know/Don't wish to answer 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP14 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP14 = SHOWCARD P14 
 
MkPall {Ask all} 
^SHOWP15 
For each of the following statements, please say how true this is of you and ^CFName. 
I listen to what ^CFName has to say.  
1 Never true 
2 Sometimes true 
3 Often true    
4 Always true  
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP15 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP15 = SHOWCARD P15 
 
MkPalu {Ask all} 
^SHOWP15 
I can tell when ^CFName is upset about something. 
1 Never true 
2 Sometimes true 
3 Often true    
4 Always true   
 
CKMkPAlt {Ask all} 
^SHOWP15 
^CFName talks to me when ^he ^is having a problem.  
1 Never true 
2 Sometimes true 
3 Often true       
4 Always true              
 
CKMkPala {Ask all} 
^SHOWP15 
I pay attention to ^CFName, even when I am busy. 
1 Never true 
2 Sometimes true 
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3 Often true   
4 Always true  
 
MkPals {Ask all} 
^CFName shares ^His thoughts and feelings with me. 
^SHOWP15 
1 Never true 
2 Sometimes true 
3 Often true    
4 Always true  
 

MAIN CARER’S HEALTH 

MkHIntro 
The next questions are about you. 
 
MkHpgn01 {Ask all} 
^SHOWP16 
In general, would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 
1 Excellent 
2 Very good 
3 Good 
4 Fair 
5 Poor 
6 Can’t say 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP16 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP16 = SHOWCARD P16 
 
MkHlsi03 {Ask all} 
Do you have a physical or mental health condition or illness lasting or expected to last 
12 months or more? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
MkHlsi04 {ASK IF respondent has long standing health problems, Hlsi03= Yes (1)]} 
Does this condition or illness reduce your ability to carry out day-to-day activities? 
 
^INTERVIEWER: IF ‘Yes’, PROBE – Would you say by a little or a lot 
 
1 Yes, a lot 
2 Yes, a little 
3 No 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^INTERVIEWER = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^INTERVIEWER = ^INTERVIEWER: IF ‘Yes’, PROBE – Would 
you say by a little or a lot 
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MkDisProbC {Hldil} {Ask all} 
Does ^CFName have any physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting, or 
expected to last for 12 months or more? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
{IF has a longstanding illness [DisProbC=1] the following details [Disprob, Hlda1, HldaO, 
Hldaac] are collected for up to 3 longstanding illnesses/disabilities} 
 
MkDisprb {ASK IF has a longstanding illness [DisProbC=1]} 
What is the condition?  
Please type in 
STRING[100] 
 
MkHlda1 {ASK IF has a longstanding illness [DisPrpbC=1]} 
^SHOWP17 
Does this condition or illness affect ^CFName in any of the ways listed below? 
 
^INCDALL2 
 
MULTICODE 
1 Vision (e.g. due to blindness or partial sight) 
2 hearing (e.g. due to deafness or partial hearing) 
3 Mobility, such as difficulty moving around 
4 Learning or concentrating or remembering 
5 Mental health 
6 Stamina or breathing difficulty 
7 Social or behavioural issues (for example, due to neuro diverse conditions such 
as Autism, Attention Deficit or Asperger’s Syndrome) 
8 Other impairment(s)   
9 None of these {EXCLUSIVE} 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP17 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP17 = SHOWCARD P17 
 
MkHldaO {ASK IF condition affects child in some other way [Hlda1=8]} 
How does the condition or illness affect ^CFName ?  
Please type in 
STRING[OPEN] 
 
MkHldaac {ASK IF has a longstanding illness [DisPrbC=1]} 
Does this condition or illness limit ^CFName’s activities in any way? 
1 Yes, a lot 
2 Yes, a little 
3 Not at all 
 
MkDisPrbM {ASK IF has a longstanding illness [DisPrbC=1]} 
Does ^CFName have any other physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting, 
or expected to last, for 12 months or more? 
1 Yes 
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2 No 
 
 
MAIN CARER’S PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING (SF12) 
 
MkHlmt05 {Ask all} 
The next questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during 
the past four weeks. For each question, please give the one answer that comes closest 
to the way you have been feeling. 
 
During the past four weeks, have you accomplished less than you would like as a result 
of any emotional problems, such as feeling depressed or anxious? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
MkHlmt06 {Ask all} 
During the past four weeks, did you not do work or other regular activities as carefully as 
usual as a result of any emotional problems, such as feeling depressed or anxious? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
MkHpgn02 {Ask all} 
^SHOWP18 
How much time during the past four weeks have you felt calm and peaceful? 
1 All of the time 
2 Most of the time 
3 A good bit of the time 
4 Some of the time 
5 A little of the time 
6 None of the time 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP18 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP18 = SHOWCARD P18 
 
MkHpgn03 {Ask all} 
^SHOWP18 
How much of the time during the past four weeks did you have a lot of energy? 
1 All of the time 
2 Most of the time 
3 A good bit of the time 
4 Some of the time 
5 A little of the time 
6 None of the time 
 
MkHpgn04 {Ask all} 
^SHOWP18 
How much of the time during the past four weeks have you felt down? 
1 All of the time 
2 Most of the time 
3 A good bit of the time 
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4 Some of the time 
5 A little of the time 
6 None of the time 
 
MkHpgn05 {Ask all} 
^SHOWP18 
During the past four weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or emotional 
problems interfered with your social activities like visiting with friends, relatives etc? 
1 All of the time 
2 Most of the time 
3 A good bit of the time 
4 Some of the time 
5 A little of the time 
6 None of the time 
 

MAIN CARER’S MENTAL HEALTH  

MkPmhs {Ask all} 
^SHOWP19 
Since we last spoke to you in ^date_of_last_interview, which of the following, if any, 
have you done to support your mental health?  
Please select all the things that apply for you. 
[MULTICODE] 

1 Spoken to a doctor 
2 Taken medication prescribed to you by a doctor or other medical professional 
3 Self-medicated (i.e. taken medication not prescribed to you by a doctor or other 
medical professional) 
4 Spoken to a mental health professional (incl. therapist or psychiatrist) 
5 Called a helpline 
6 Spoken to a friend or family member 
7 Something else (please say what at the next question) 
8 I have not done anything specifically to support my mental health [EXCLUSIVE CODE] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP19 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP19 = SHOWCARD P19 
 
MkPmhso {ASK IF done something else to support mental health, PMheDo = 
Something else (7)} 
What else have you done to support your mental health since we last spoke to you in 
@^LastIntTxt@G? 
TEXT [200] 
 
New Q 
MkPmdda {Ask all} 
Has a doctor ever told you that you suffer from depression or serious anxiety? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
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New Q 
MkPmctd {ASK IF has suffered from depression or serious anxiety, Pmdd = Yes (1)} 
Are you currently being treated for depression or serious anxiety? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
New Q 
MkPmetd {ASK IF not currently being treated for depression or serious anxiety, Pmctd = 
No (2)} 
Have you ever received treatment for depression or serious anxiety? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 

PREGNANCY, PREGNANCY BEHAVIOURS AND BIRTH DETAILS (BOOST 
SAMPLE NOT INTERVIEWED AT SWEEP 10 ONLY) 

Existing Q Halc04 from BSELFCOM, Slight routing change 
MkHalc04C {ASK IF Boost Sample and Respondent is cohort child’s biological mother 
and (same respondent and no data for this from sweep 10) OR new respondent, 
([SampT = Boost]) AND (RelPar=2)] AND (FFHalc04C = Empty/Missing) OR 
(SameResp = 2)) AND interview is in home (Mode = 2) } 
The next couple of questions are about when you were pregnant with ^CFName. 
Thinking back to that time, which of these best describes how often you usually drank 
alcohol while you were pregnant? 
1 Every day 
2 5-6 times a week 
3 3-4 times a week 
4 1-2 times a week 
5 Less than once a month 
6 Never - did not drink at all 
7 Can’t say 
 
Existing Q Hcig01 from BSELFCOM Slight routing change 
MkHcig01C {ASK IF Boost Sample and Respondent is cohort child’s biological mother 
and (same respondent and no data for this from sweep 10) OR new respondent, 
([SampT = Boost]) AND (RelPar=2)] AND (FFHcig01C = Empty/Missing) OR 
(SameResp = 2) AND interview is in home (Mode = 2) } 
During your pregnancy with ^CFName, did you smoke cigarettes at all? 
1 Yes, occasionally 
2 Yes, most days 
3 No 
 
New Q 
MkBneo01 {ASK IF Boost Sample and Respondent is cohort child’s biological mother 
and (same respondent and no data for this from sweep 10) OR new respondent, 
([SampT = Boost]) AND (RelPar=2)] AND (FFBneo01 = Empty/Missing) OR (SameResp 
= 2) }The next questions are about the time just after ^CFName was born.  
Did ^CFName spend any time in a Special Care Baby Unit (SCBU) or a Neo-Natal Unit 
after ^he ^waswere born? 
1 Yes 
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2 No 
 
New Q 
MkBFDe01 {ASK IF Boost Sample and Respondent is cohort child’s biological mother 
and (same respondent and no data for this from sweep 10) OR new respondent, 
([SampT = Boost]) AND (RelPar=2)] AND (FFBFDe01 = Empty/Missing) OR (SameResp 
= 2) } 
And was ^CFName ever breastfed?  
Please include colostrum in the first few days after the birth. 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 

MAIN CARER EMPLOYMENT DETAILS 

Adapted from Q Intro in BRespEmp 
MkIntrox {Ask all} 
I would now like to ask you some questions about ^your_or_partner‘s employment. As 
with all your answers, the information you give will be entirely confidential. 
 
Existing Q WrkLsYr in BRespEmp 
MkWrkLsYr {ASK IF same respondent as last sweep [SameResp  = 1]} 
Can I just check, have you had a paid job, either as an employee or self-employed since 
@^LastIntTxt@G? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
Slight wording adaptation from WrkEv in BRespEmp 
MkWrkEv {ASK IF different respondent from last sweep [SameResp = 2]} 
Have you ever had a paid job, either as an employee or self-employed? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
Slight wording adaptation from WrkNow in BRespEmp 
MkWrkNow {ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked or if same 
respondent and worked since last interview [WrkEv = 1 OR WrkLsYr = 1]} 
Do you <b>currently<b> have a job, either as an employee or self-employed? 
If you have a job, but are currently on leave or sick, please select Yes. 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
Slight wording adaptation and updates to hard checks from EmpStat in BRespEmp 
MkEmpStat {Ask all} 
^SHOWP20 
Which of the following things best describe what you were doing last week, that is, the 
seven days ending last Sunday?  
 
^INCDALL2 
 
West01/Ftw   Working 30 or more hours a week  
West02/Ptw    Working fewer than 30 hours a week  
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West03/Mat  On maternity/parental leave from an employer 
West04/Home  Looking after home or family 
West05/Wait1  Waiting to take up paid work already obtained 
West06/Lookj  Out of work and looking for a job 
West07/Sick  Out of work because of long-term sickness or disability 
West08/Sch  On a Government training or employment scheme 
West09/Fte  In full-time education (including on vacation) 
West10/Pte  In part-education (including on vacation) 
West11/Ret  Wholly retired 
West12/Selse  Not in paid work for some other reason (please specify) 
 
HARDCHECK: IF (WrkEv = No OR WrkNow = No OR WrkLsYr = No) AND (West01/Ftw 
= 1 OR West02/Ptw = 1 OR West03/Mat = 1): “You have previously said that that you 
are not working. Please go back and amend your answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF WrkNow = Yes AND (West06/Lookj = 1 OR West07/Sick = 1): “You 
have previously said that you are currently working. Please go back and amend your 
answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF Select ‘Working 30 hours or more AND Working fewer than 30 hours : 
“You have indicated you are working more than 30 hours and less than 30 hours. Please 
amend your answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF Select ‘Working 30 hours or more OR Working fewer than 30 hours 
AND ‘Out of work and looking for a job OR Out of work because of long-term sickness or 
disability’’: “You have indicated you are working and out of work. Please amend your 
answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF Select ‘Wholly retired’ AND ‘Working/Out of work (and looking for a job 
or because of long term sickness)/Waiting to take up work’: “You have indicated you are 
wholly retired but also working, out of work or waiting to take up work. Please amend 
your answer.” 
 
SOFTCHECK: IF WrkNow = Yes AND (West05/Wait1 = 1 OR West11/Ret = 1 OR 
West12/Selse = 1): “You have previously said that you are currently working. Please 
check your answer.” 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP20 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP20 = SHOWCARD P20 
 
 
Slight adaptation from EmpStatO in BRespEmp 
MkEmpStatO {IF not in paid work for some other reason [Selse = 1]} 
Please type in what you were doing. 
TEXT [100] 
 
Routing updated from LkWk3 in BRespEmp 
MkLkWk3 {IF new respondent and never worked or if same respondent and has not 
worked since last interview or new or same resp and not currently working [WrkEv = 2 
OR WrkLsYr = 2 OR WrkNow = 2]} 
Have you looked for paid work since @^LastIntTxt@G? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
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Details about current or most recent job (main carer) 
 
WrkInt from BRespEmp with textfill updated 
Mk[WrkIntx]/WrkInt {IF new respondent and ever worked or if same respondent and 
worked since last interview [WrkEv = 1 OR WrkLsYr = 1]} 
The next few questions are about your ^currmost paid work. 
TCONTINUE  
 
Routing and question text updated from SameJob in BRespEmp 
MkSameJob {IF same respondent as last sweep, currently working and working at the 
last sweep [SameResp = same AND WrkNow =Yes AND FFWrkNow = Yes]} 
When we spoke to you in @^LastIntTxt@G, you gave us some details  
about your main employment at that time.  We would like to check whether any of your  
employment details have changed, including your job title. Could you tell us if the 
following information is correct? 
If you have two jobs, please confirm that the details below correspond to your main job. 
Your main job is:        ^Jbtitle 
You normally work around:   ^Jbhrs hours per week 
 
1 Yes, all details are correct 
2 Yes, still in that job but hours have changed 
3 No, job details have changed 
 
Slight adaptation from JbHrs2 in BRespEmp 
MkJbHrs2 {IF in same job but hours have changed [SameJob = 2]} 
How many hours do you now work in a normal week - including any paid or  
unpaid overtime? 
Please round to the nearest hour. If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
RANGE 0…97 
 
Adapted from MainJob in BRespEmp 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year, or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 

(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2] 
MkMainJobx   
What ^iswas your job? Please enter your full job title. 
If you ^workworked in more than one job, your main job is the one where you 
^workworked most hours. 
TEXT[100] 
 
Adapted from MainDo in BRespEmp (inc routing) 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year , or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 

(FFWrkNow = 2)OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] 
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MkMainDox   
What ^dodid you mainly do in your job?  
TEXT[200] 
 
Adapted from JbHrs in BRespEmp 
MkJbHrs {ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same 
respondent and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but 
worked in last year, or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 
2 AND WrkEv = 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND 
(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] 
How many hours ^dodid you normally work in a week - <b>including<b> any paid or 
unpaid overtime? 
Please round to the nearest hour. If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
RANGE (0..97) 
 
{IF new respondent and ever worked or if same respondent and worked since last 
interview [WrkEv = 1 OR WrkLsYr = 1]} 
Existing Q EmpSt in BRespEmp 
MkEmpSt  
^Arewere you working as an employee or ^arewere you self-employed? 
1 Employee 
2 Self-employed  
 
 
Existing Q JbQual in BRespEmp 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year , or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 
(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] 
MkJbQual  
^Dodid you require any qualifications or membership of any professional bodies to 
do your job? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
New Q 
MkJbQualInfox {ASK IF respondent requires qualifications or memberships to do job 
[JbQual = 1]} 
Please provide a description of these qualifications or memberships, including the 
grades or levels where applicable. 
TEXT[200] 
 
Adapted from existing Q IndSt in BRespEmp 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year , or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND  (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 

(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] 
AND IF employed, not self-employed [EmpSt = 1]} 
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MkIndStx   
What ^doesdid the firm/organisation you ^workworked for mainly make or do at the  
place where you ^workworked? 
Please provide as much detail as possible. For example, the firm’s/organisation’s sector 
(e.g. ‘manufacturing’, ‘processing’, ‘distributing’, etc) and the main goods produced or 
the main services provided. 
TEXT[200]  
 
Adapted from existing Q Super in BRespEmp 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year , or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 
(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] 
AND IF employed, not self-employed [EmpSt = 1]} 
MkSuper  
In your job, ^dodid you have any formal responsibility for supervising the work of other 
employees? 
1 Yes 
2 No  
 
Adapted from existing Q NumEmp in BRespEmp 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year , or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 
(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] 
AND IF employed, not self-employed [EmpSt = 1]} 
MkNumEmp  
About how many people ^workworked for your employer at the place where you  
^workworked? 
This is the total number of employees that ^arewere at your workplace, not just the 
number that ^arewere employed within your particular section or department. 
If you ^workworked in a local branch or office, base your answer on the number of 
people who ^workworked in your local branch or office, not the entire business. 
1 1-5 people 
2 6-24 people 
3 25-49 people 
4 50-499 
5 500+ 
 
Adapted from existing Q NumEmp2 in BRespEmp 
{ASK IF different respondent from last sweep and ever worked, or if same respondent 
and changed jobs since last sweep or was not working at last sweep but worked in last 
year , or worked since last sweep but not currently working [(SameResp = 2 AND WrkEv 
= 1) OR (SameResp = 1 AND SameJob = 3 OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND (FFWrkEv = 2 OR 
(FFWrkNow = 2) OR (WrkLsYr = 1 AND WrkNow = 2)] AND IF respondent is or has 
been self-employed [EmpSt = 2]} 
MkNumEmp2  
How many people ^dodid you employ? 
1 None (i.e. you work/worked alone or only with partner) 
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2 1-24 employees 
3 25 or more employees 
 
 
Impacts of coronavirus outbreak on employment 
 
New Q 
MkWcvR {ASK all respondents who worked since last interview [WrkLsYr=1] and all new 
respondents who ever worked [WrkEv=1]} 
^SHOWP21 
The coronavirus outbreak has affected people in many different ways. Have any of these 
things happened to you <b>as a result of the coronavirus outbreak<b>?  
 
^INCDALL2 
 
1 Lost job  
2 Retrained or changed to work in a different sector  
3 Changed jobs (within same sector) 
4 Unable to work for health reasons (in the past and/or currently) 
5 Worked more hours (in the past and/or currently) 
6 Worked fewer hours (in the past and/or currently) 
7 Took a pay cut (in the past and/or currently) 
8 Furloughed or on self-employed income support scheme (in the past) 
9 Work(ed) from home more often (in the past and/or currently) 
10 Felt concern about long-term job security (in the past and/or currently) 
11 None of the above 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP21 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP21 = SHOWCARD P21 
 

PROXY PARTNER’S EMPLOYMENT QUESTIONS 

From existing Qs PrEmpIn & PWkLsYr in BPartEmp 

MkPrWkLsYr {ASK IF same partner as last sweep Plvck = 1} 
There are now some questions now about ^PName's current or recent paid work. 
 
Has ^PName done any paid work, either as an employee or self-employed, since  
^LastIntText? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
Adapted from existing Q PEvPdWk in BPartEmp 

MkPrEvPdWk {ASK IF different partner to last sweep Plvck = 2} 
There are now some questions now about ^PName's current or recent paid work. 
 
Has ^Pname ever had a paid job, either as an employee or self-employed? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
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Adapted from existing Q PCurrWk in BPartEmp 
MkPrCurrWk  {ASK IF new/different partner than last sweep and partner ever worked 
[PrEvPdWk = Yes] OR IF same partner and worked since last interview 
[PrWkLsYr=Yes]} 
Does ^Pname <b>currently<b> have a job, either as an employee or self-employed? 
If they have a job but are currently on leave or sick, please select Yes. 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
Adapted from existing Q PrEmpStat in BPartEmp including additional hard checks 
MkPrEmStat {ASK IF respondent is married or cohabiting [Couple = Yes]} 
^SHOWP20 
Which of the following things best describe what ^Pname was doing last week, that is, 
the seven days ending last Sunday?  
 
^INCDALL2 
 
Yest01/Ftw  Working 30 or more hours per week 
Yest02/Ptw  Working fewer than 30 hours per week 
Yest03 /Mat  On maternity/paternity / parental leave from an employer 
Yest04 /Home  Looking after home or family 
Yest05/Wait1  Waiting to take up paid work already obtained 
Yest06/Lookj  Out of work and looking for a job 
Yest07/Sick  Out of work, because of long-term sickness or disability 
Yest08 /Sch  On a Government training or employment scheme 
Yest09 /Fte  In full-time education (including on vacation) 
Yest10 /Pte  In part-time education (including on vacation) 
Yest11 /Ret  Wholly retired 
Yest12 /Selse  Not in paid work for some other reason (please specify) 
 
HARDCHECK: IF PrEvPdWk = No OR PrCurrWk = No OR PrWkLsYr = No AND 
Yest01/Ftw = 1 OR Yest02/Ptw = 1 OR Yest03/Mat = 1: “You have previously said that 
your partner is not working. Please go back and amend your answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF PrCurrWk = Yes AND Yest06/Lookj = 1 OR Yest07/Sick = 1: “You 
have previously said that your partner is currently working. Please go back and amend 
your answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF Select ‘Working 30 hours or more AND Working fewer than 30 hours : 
“You have indicated they are working more than 30 hours and less than 30 hours. 
Please amend your answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF Select ‘Working 30 hours or more/Working fewer than 30 hours AND 
‘Out of work and looking for a job OR Out of work because of long-term sickness or 
disability’’:: “You have indicated they are working and out of work. Please amend your 
answer.” 
HARDCHECK: IF Select ‘Wholly retired’ AND ‘Working/Out of work (and looking for a job 
or because of long term sickness)/Waiting to take up work’: “You have indicated they are 
wholly retired but also working, out of work or waiting to take up work. Please amend 
your answer.” 
SOFTCHECK: IF PrCurrWk = Yes AND (Yest05/Wait1 = 1 OR Yest11/Ret = 1 OR 
Yest12/Selse = 1): “You have previously said that your partner is currently working. 
Please check your answer.” 
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Adapted from PEmStO in BPartEmp 
MkPrLkWk2 {ASK IF partner not in paid work for some other reason [PrEmStat = Not in 
paid work [12]]} 
Please write in what ^Pname was doing. 
OPEN 
 
Existing Q PrLkwk1 in BPartEmp 
MkPrLKwk1 {ASK IF partner doesn’t currently have a paid job OR never worked OR 
hasn’t worked since last interview [PrCurrWk = No or PrEvPdWk = No or PrWkLsYr = 
No]} 
Has ^Pname looked for paid work since @^LastIntTxt@? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
   
 
Details of current or most recent job (partner) 
 
Adapted from PrWrkInt in BPartEmp 
MkPrWrkIntx {ASK IF same partner and worked in last year [PrWkLsYr = Yes] OR IF 
new/different partner and ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes]} 
We would now like to ask a few questions about ^Pname’s ^currmost job in  
a bit more detail.  
Press next to continue. 
 
Adapted from PSameJob in BPartEmp 
MkPrSamJob {ASK IF same partner and currently working [PrWrkNow = Yes] AND 
worked at last sweep [FFPrWrkNow = Yes]} 
When we spoke to you in @^LastIntTxt@G, we collected some details about ^Pname’s 
employment at that time. We would like to check whether any of  
their employment details have changed. Can you tell us if the following information is 
correct?  
If ^Pname has two jobs, please confirm that the details below correspond to their main 
job. 
 
^Pname’s main job is:      ^PrJobtitle 
^Pname normally works around: ^PrJbHrs hours per week 
 
1 Yes, all details are correct 
2 Yes, still in that job but hours have changed 
3 No, job details have changed 
 
Adapted from PJbHrs2 in BPartEmp 
MkPrJbHrs2 {ASK IF same partner and currently working in same job but hours have 
changed [PrSamJob = 2] or the number of hours per week was not recorded at the 
previous sweep – FFPrJbHrs = missing/blank} 
How many hours does ^Pname now normally work in a week - including any  
paid or unpaid overtime? 
Please round to the nearest hour. If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
RANGE 0...97 
 
Adapted from PMainJb in BPartEmp 
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MkPrMainJbx {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] 
OR IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [[FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]]} 
What ^iswas ^Pname’s job? 
Please enter their full job title. 
TEXT[100] 
 
Slight adaptation of PrMainDo in BPartEmp 
MkPrMainDo {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] OR 
IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]]} 
What ^doesdid ^Pname mainly do in their job? 
OPEN 
 
Adapted from PJbHrs in BPartEmp 
MkPrJbHrs {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] OR 
IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND PrWrkNow = Yes]} 
How many hours ^doesdid ^Pname normally work in a week - including any paid or 
unpaid overtime? 
Please round to the nearest hour.  
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
RANGE 0...97 
 
Adapted (including routing) from PEmpSt in BPartEmp 
MkPrEmpSt {ASK IF same partner and worked since last interview [PrWkLsYr = Yes] 
OR IF new/different partner and ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes]} 
^Iswas ^Pname working as an employee or ^arewere they self-employed in their main 
job? 
1 Employee 
2 Self-employed  
 
Adapted from PrJbQual in BPartEmp 
MkPrJbQual {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] OR 
IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]]} 
^Doesdid ^Pname require any qualifications or membership of any professional bodies 
to do their job? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
New Q 
MkPrQualInfo {ASK IF partner requires qualifications or memberships to do job 
[PrJbQual = 1]} 
Please provide a description of these qualifications or memberships, including the 
grades or levels where applicable. 
TEXT[200] 
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Adapted from PIndSt in BPartEmp 
MkPrIndStx {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] OR 
IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]] AND partner is employed, not self-employed [PrEmpSt = 1]} 
What ^doesdid the firm/organisation ^Pname ^workworked for mainly make or do at the 
place where they ^workworked? 
Please provide as much detail as possible. For example, the firm’s/organisation’s sector 
(e.g. ‘manufacturing’, ‘processing’, ‘distributing’, etc) and the main goods produced or 
the main services provided. 
TEXT[200] 
 
Existing Q PSuper in BPartEmp but feed forward reference updated 
MkPrSuper {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] OR 
IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]] AND partner is employed, not self-employed [PrEmpSt = 1]} 
In their job, ^doesdid ^PName have any formal responsibility for supervising the work of 
other employees? 
1 Yes 
2 No  
 
Adapted from PNumEmp in BPartEmp with some routing updates 
MkPrNmEmp {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] 
OR IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]] AND partner is employed, not self-employed [PrEmpSt = 1]} 
About how many people ^workworked for ^Pname’s employer at the place where they 
^workworked? 
This is the total number of employees that ^arewere at their workplace, not just the 
number that ^arewere employed within their particular section or department. 
If they ^workworked in a local branch or office, base your answer on the number of 
people who ^workworked in their local branch or office, not the entire business. 
1  1 - 5 people 
2  6 - 24 people 
3  25 - 49 people 
4  50 - 499 
5  500+ 
 
Slight adaptation from PNmEmp2 in BPartEmp 
MkPrNmEmp2 {ASK IF new/different partner and has ever worked [PrEvPdWk = Yes] 
OR IF same partner but changed jobs [PrSamJob = 3] OR partner was not in work at last 
sweep but has worked since last interview [FFPrWrkNow = No AND [PrWkLsYr = Yes 
OR PrWrkNow = Yes]] AND partner is self-employed [PrEmpSt = 2]} 
How many people ^doesdid ^Pname employ? 
1 Works/worked alone or only with partner 
2 1-24 employees 
3 25 or more employees 
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Impacts of coronavirus outbreak on employment 
 
New Q 
^SHOWP21 
MkWcvp {ASK all where partner in household and partner worked since last sweep 
[PWkLsYr=Yes] or new partner and ever worked [PEvPdWk=Yes]}  
The coronavirus outbreak has affected people in many different ways. Have any of these 
things happened to ^pname as a result of the coronavirus outbreak? 
 
^INCDALL2 
 
1 Lost job  
2 Retrained or changed to work in a different sector  
3 Changed jobs (within same sector) 
4 Unable to work for health reasons (in the past and/or currently) 
5 Worked more hours (in the past and/or currently) 
6 Worked fewer hours (in the past and/or currently) 
7 Took a pay cut (in the past and/or currently) 
8 Furloughed or on self employed income support scheme (in the past) 
9 Work(ed) from home more often (in the past and/or currently) 
10 Felt concern about long-term job security (in the past and/or currently) 
11 None of the above 

SOURCES OF INCOME 

New Q 
MkIncIntro {Ask all} 
The next few questions are about money and financial issues. As with all your answers, 
the information you give will be entirely confidential. 
TContinue 
 
Slight adaptation from Winc in BIncome 
MkWinc {Ask all} 
^SHOWP22 
We’d like to get an idea of your household’s total income. As with all your answers, the 
information you give will be entirely confidential. 
The following list shows various possible sources of income. Can you please tell us 
which kinds of income you and anyone else in your household receives? 
If anyone in your household is furloughed, they should still be receiving a wage or salary, 
so select option 1. 
Please select all the options that apply.  
[MULTICODE] 
1 Wages and salaries 
2 Self-employment income 
3 Investment income (including interest from savings and investments) 
4 State benefits or tax credits (including child benefit, but not incl Covid-related support) 
5 State retirement pensions 
6 Private pensions (including pension from former employer) 
7 Other kinds of regular allowance from outside your household (e.g. maintenance, 
student grants, rent) 
8 Covid-related support scheme 
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9 Other income 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP22 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP22 = SHOWCARD P22 
 
Adapted from Wtxc in BIncome 
MkWbnf {Ask all} 
^SHOWP23 
And is anyone in your household currently receiving any of these?  
Please select all the options that apply. 
[MULTICODE] 
1 Child Benefit 
2 Universal Credit 
3 Tax Credit (incl. Working Tax Credit, Child Tax Credits)  
4 Housing Benefit 
5 Council Tax Benefit/Council Tax Reduction 
6 Employment and Support Allowance  
7 Disability Living Allowance 
8 Another benefit for people with disabilities  
9 Some other state benefit or allowance 
10 None of these [EXCLUSIVE CODE] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP23 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP23 = SHOWCARD P23 
 
 
Adaptation of Wben2o in Bincome 
MkWIncBO {ASK IF receiving other benefit, Wbnf = Some other state benefit [9]} 
What is the other benefit or allowance? 
TEXT[100] 
 

INCOME 

New Q 
MkInct {Ask all} 
When thinking about your <b>household income before tax<b>, do you usually think 
of this in weekly, monthly or annual amounts? Please think about the income for 
everyone in your household. 
1 Weekly  
2 Monthly  
3 Annual 
4 Not sure 
No hidden dk 

 
New Q 
MkWincwe {ASK IF think of income in weekly terms, Inct = Weekly (1)} 
^SHOWP24 
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Thinking about your <b>weekly<b> income, which of the following represents the 
<b>total<b> income of your household from <b>all<b> sources <b>before tax<b> – 
including benefits, interest from savings and so on? 
Please include here income that is earned by <b>anyone<b> in your household. 
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
1 Less than £115 
2 £116-£192 
3 £193-£230 
4 £231-£289 
5 £290-£346 
6 £347-£385 
7 £386-£442 
8 £443-£500 
9 £501-£558 
10 £559-£615 
11 £616-£730 
12 £731-£845 
13 £846-£961 
14 £962-£1,076 
15 £1,077-£1,192 
16 £1,193-£1,307 
17 £1,308-£1,423 
18 £1,424-£1,538 
19 £1,539 or more 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP24 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP24 = SHOWCARD P24 
 
 
New Q 
MkWincMo {ASK IF think of income in monthly terms, Inct = Monthly (2)} 
^SHOWP25 
Thinking about your <b>monthly<b> income, which of the following represents the 
<b>total<b> income of your household from <b>all<b> sources <b>before tax<b> – 
including benefits, interest from savings and so on? 
Please include here income that is earned by <b>anyone<b> in your household. 
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
1 Less than £500 
2 £501-£833 
3 £834-£999 
4 £1000-£1249 
5 £1250-£1499 
6 £1500-£1666 
7 £1667-£1916 
8 £1917-£2166 
9 £2167-£2416 
10 £2417-£2666 
11 £2667-£3166 
12 £3167-£3666 
13 £3667-£4166 
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14 £4167-£4666 
15 £4667-£5166 
16 £5167-£5666 
17 £5667-£6166 
18 £6167-£6666 
19 £6667 or more 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP25 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP25 = SHOWCARD P25 
 
Adapted from Winc09 in BIncome including updated routing 
MkWincAn {Ask if think of income in annual terms or not sure, Inct = Annual, Not sure 
(3,4)}} 
^SHOWP26 
Thinking about your <b>annual<b> income, which of the following represents the 
<b>total<b> income of your household from <b>all<b> sources <b>before tax<b> – 
including benefits, interest from savings and so on? 
Please include here income that is earned by <b>anyone<b> in your household. 
If you are unsure, please give your best estimate. 
1 Up to £5,999 pa 
2 £6,000 - £9,999 pa 
3 £10,000-£11,999 pa 
4 £12,000-£14,999 pa 
5 £15,000-£17,999 pa 
6 £18,000-£19,999 pa 
7 £20,000-£22,999 pa 
8 £23,000-£25,999 pa 
9 £26,000-£28,999 pa 
10 £29,000-£31,999 pa 
11 £32,000-£37,999 pa 
12 £38,000-£43,999 pa 
13 £44,000-£49,999 pa 
14 £50,000-£55,999 pa 
15 £56,000- £61,999 pa 
16 £62,000- £67,999 pa 
17 £68,000- £73,999 pa 
18 £74,000 - 79,999 pa 
19 £80,000 or more pa 
 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP26 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP26 = SHOWCARD P26 
 

MANAGING FINANCIALLY 

Slight adaptation from Wmnf01 in BIncome 

MkWmnf01 {Ask all} 
^SHOWP27 
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Taking everything together, how well would you say you and your family are managing 
financially these days? 
1 Managing very well 
2 Managing quite well 
3 Getting by alright 
4 Not managing very well 
5 Having some financial difficulties 
6 In deep financial trouble 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP27 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP27 = SHOWCARD P27 
 
New Q 
MkFinCox  {Ask all}  
And compared with before the coronavirus outbreak in March 2020, is your family’s 
financial situation now...? 
1 much worse, 
2 a little worse,  
3 about the same, 
4 a little better- 
5 much better 
 

MAIN CARER’S EDUCATION 

Adapted from existing Q. EduIntrEx & Medck1 from QEduc  
MkMedck1 {ASK IF same parent respondent as last sweep, SameResp = Yes} 
The next question is about your education.  
Have you gained any new educational qualifications since we last spoke to you in 
^@GLastIntTxt@G? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
New Q 
MkMedne {ASK IF resp gained new qualification, Medck = Yes (1)} 
^SHOWP28 
What type of educational qualification did you gain since @^LastIntTxt@G? 
Starting from the top, please look down the list of qualifications and select the first one 
you come to that matches the level of qualification you have gained since 
@^LastIntTxt@G 
1 University degree or degree level professional or vocational qualification 
2 HNC, HND, SVQ Level 3 or 4 or other vocational or academic qualification of 
equivalent level   
3 Higher Grades, Advanced Higher/Sixth Year Studies or other school or vocational 
qualification of equivalent level  
4 Standard Grades at levels 1-3, National 4 or 5, Intermediate 2, SVQ Level 1 or 2 or 
other school or vocational qualification of equivalent level  
5 Standard Grades at levels 4-7, National 1,2 or 3, Intermediate 1 or other school or 
vocational qualification of equivalent level  
6 None of the above/other qualification. 
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TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP28 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP28 = SHOWCARD P28 
 
New Q 
MkMeNeO {ASK IF ‘other’ qualification achieved, Medne = Other/None of the above (6)} 
What other qualification have you gained?  
 
^INT_write  
TEXT [100] 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^INT_write = Please write in  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^INT_write = INTERVIEWER: PLEASE WRITE IN 
 
 
Adapted from existing Q PSchQu in QEduc 
MkMenew {ASK IF different parent respondent to last sweep, SameResp = No} 
^SHOWP28 
Below is a list of common educational qualifications. Starting from the top, please look 
down the list of qualifications below and select the first one you come to that you have 
passed, if any. 
1 University degree or degree level professional or vocational qualification 
2 HNC, HND, SVQ Level 3 or 4 or other vocational or academic qualification of 
equivalent level   
3 Higher Grades, Advanced Higher/Sixth Year Studies or other school or vocational 
qualification of equivalent level  
4 Standard Grades at levels 1-3, National 4 or 5, Intermediate 2, SVQ Level 1 or 2 or 
other school or vocational qualification of equivalent level  
5 Standard Grades at levels 4-7, National 1,2 or 3, Intermediate 1 or other school or 
vocational qualification of equivalent level  
6 None of the above/other 
 
New Q 
MkMenewq {ASK IF different respondent to last sweep  and if ‘None of the above/Other’ 
SELECTED, Menew = Other (6) } 
Do you have any qualifications not listed at the previous question?  
Yes 
No 
 
New Q 
MkMenewo {ASK IF has other qualification, Menewo = Yes} 
What other qualification do you have? Please write in. 
TEXT [100] 
 
Slight adaption from EducFin in QEduc 

MkEducFin {ASK IF different parent respondent to last sweep, SameResp = No} 
And how old were you when you left full-time continuous education? 
14 or younger 
15 
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16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 or older 
Still in full-time continuous education 
 
PROXY PARTNER EDUCATION 
 
Adapted from Mpedc1 in BEduc with slightly different routing 

MkMpedc1  {ASK IF same parent respondent as last sweep and if still live with same 
partner, SameResp = Yes and Plvck = Yes } 
Has ^Pname gained any new educational qualifications since we spoke to you in 
@^LastIntTxt@G? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
Adapted from Mpedc2 in BEduc 
MkYeNe {ASK if partner has gained new qualification, Mpedc1 = Yes (1)} 
^SHOWP28 
What type of educational qualification did ^Pname gain since @^LastIntTxt@G? 
Starting from the top, please look down the list of qualifications and select the first one 
you come to that matches the level of qualification ^pname has gained since 
@^LastIntTxt@G. 
1 University degree or degree level professional or vocational qualification 
2 HNC, HND, SVQ Level 3 or 4 or other vocational or academic qualification of 
equivalent level   
3 Higher Grades, Advanced Higher/Sixth Year Studies or other school or vocational 
qualification of equivalent level  
4 Standard Grades at levels 1-3, National 4 or 5, Intermediate 2, SVQ Level 1 or 2 or 
other school or vocational qualification of equivalent level  
5 Standard Grades at levels 4-7, National 1,2 or 3, Intermediate 1 or other school or 
vocational qualification of equivalent level  
6 None of the above/other qualification. 
 
New Q 
MkYeNeO {ASK IF ‘other’ qualification achieved, YeNe = Other/None of the above (6)} 
What other qualification has ^Pname gained?  
 
^INT_write 
TEXT [100] 
 
 
 
New Q 
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MkYeNew {ASK IF new adult respondent or if lives with new partner, SameResp = No 
OR Plvck = No} 
^SHOWP28 
TEXTFILL: IF Medck1=No, “Now thinking about ^Pname.” 
Below is a list of common educational qualifications. Starting from the top, please look 
down the list of qualifications below and select the first one you come to that ^Pname 
has passed, if any. 
1 University degree or degree level professional or vocational qualification 
2 HNC, HND, SVQ Level 3 or 4 or other vocational or academic qualification of 
equivalent level   
3 Higher Grades, Advanced Higher/Sixth Year Studies or other school or vocational 
qualification of equivalent level  
4 Standard Grades at levels 1-3, National 4 or 5, Intermediate 2, SVQ Level 1 or 2 or 
other school or vocational qualification of equivalent level  
5 Standard Grades at levels 4-7, National 1,2 or 3, Intermediate 1 or other school or 
vocational qualification of equivalent level  
6 None of the above/other of the above 
 
New Q 
MkYeNewO {ASK IF new partner has none of the above qualifications, YeNew = None 
of the above [6]} 
Does ^Pname have any qualifications not listed at the previous question?  
Yes 
No 
 
New Q 
MkYeNewOo  {ASK IF partner has other qualification, YeNewo = Yes} 
What other qualification does ^Pname have? Please write in. 
TEXT[100] 
 
Adapted from PrEduFin in BEduc 

MkYedu01 {ASK IF not same parent respondent as last sweep and if lives with partner 
or if same parent respondent but new partner, [SameResp = No AND Couple = Yes] OR 
[SameResp = Yes AND PLv = No]} 
And how old was ^PName when they left full-time continuous education? 
14 or younger 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 or older 
Still in full-time continuous education 
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PARENT RESPONDENT ETHNICITY  

Adaptation from Morg01/RPOB in BEduc including routing 

MkMorg01 {ASK IF not same parent respondent as last sweep, SameResp = No} 
^SHOWP29 
In which country were you born? 
1    Scotland 
2    England 
3    Wales 
4    Northern Ireland 
5    Europe 
6    Rest of world  
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP29 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP29 = SHOWCARD P29 
 
Existing Q RUKTiA in BEduc 
MkRUKTiA {ASK IF born outside of the UK, Morg01=5 or 6} 
What age were you when you first came to live in the UK? 
1    Under 10 years old 
2    10-14 years old 
3    15-19 years old 
4    20-24 years old 
5    25-34 years old 
6    35 years or older 
 
Existing Q RUKTiY in BEduc 
MkRUKTiY {ASK IF born outside of the UK, [Morg01 =5 or 6]} 
And in total, how long have you lived in the UK? 
1    Less than one year 
2    1 - 5 years  
3    6 - 10 years  
4    11 - 20 years  
5    21 years or more 
 
New Q 

MkEthRe {ASK IF not same parent respondent at last sweep, SameResp = No} 
^SHOWP30 
What is your ethnic group? 
1. White 
2. Mixed or multiple ethnic groups 
3. Asian or Asian Scottish or Asian British 
4. Black or Black Scottish or Black British 
5. Arab 
6. Other (Please describe) 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP30 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP30 = SHOWCARD P30 
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New Q 
MkETHNWH {ASK IF EthRe=1} 
^SHOWP31 
And which of the following best describes your ethnic group?  
White Scottish 
White British 
White English 
White Welsh 
White Northern Irish 
White Irish  
Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
Any other White background (please describe) 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP31 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP31 = SHOWCARD P31 
 
New Q 
MkETHNMX {ASK IF EthRe=2} 
^SHOWP32 
And which of the following best describes your ethnic group?  
1. Mixed White and Black Caribbean  
2. Mixed White and Black African  
3. Mixed White and Asian  
4. Any other mixed or multiple ethnic background (please describe)  
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP32 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP32 = SHOWCARD P32 
 
New Q 
MkETHNAS {ASK IF EthRe=3} 
^SHOWP33 
And which of the following best describes your ethnic group?  
1. Indian  
2. Pakistani  
3. Bangladeshi  
4. Chinese  
5. Any other Asian background (please describe) 
 
TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP33 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP33 = SHOWCARD P33 
 
New Q 
MkETHNBL {ASK IF Eth=4} 
^SHOWP34 
And which of the following best describes your ethnic group?  
1. Black African  
2. Black Caribbean  
3. Any other Black background (please describe) 
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TEXTFILL: 
IF Mode = In home, ^SHOWP34 = Blank  
IF Mode = Telephone, ^SHOWP34 = SHOWCARD P34 
 

PROXY PARTNER ETHNICITY 

Adapted from MorgP1/PPOB in BEduc 

MkMorgP1 {ASK IF not same parent respondent as last sweep and if lives with partner 
or if same parent respondent but new partner, [SameResp = No AND Couple = Yes] OR 
[SameResp = Yes AND PLv = No]} 
^SHOWP29 
In which country was ^Pname born? 
1    Scotland 
2    England 
3    Wales 
4    Northern Ireland 
5    Europe 
6    Rest of world 
 
Existing Q PUKTiA in BEduc 
MkPUKTiA {ASK IF born outside of the UK, MorgP1=5 or 6} 
What age was ^Pname when they first came to live in the UK? 
1    Under 10 years old 
2    10-14 years old 
3    15-19 years old 
4    20-24 years old 
5    25-34 years old 
6    35 years or older 
 
Existing Q PUKTiY in BEduc 
MkPUKTiY {ASK IF partner born outside of the UK, MorgP1=5,6} 
And in total, how long has ^Pname lived in the UK? 
1    Less than one year 
2    1 - 5 years  
3    6 - 10 years  
4    11 - 20 years  
5    21 years or more 
 
New Q 

MkEthPaPr {ASK IF not same parent respondent as last sweep and if lives with partner 
or if same parent respondent but new partner, [SameResp = No AND Couple = Yes] OR 
[SameResp = Yes AND PLv = No]} 
^SHOWP30 
What is ^Pname’s ethnic group? 
1. White 
2. Mixed or multiple ethnic groups 
3. Asian or Asian Scottish or Asian British 
4. Black or Black Scottish or Black British 
5. Arab 
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6. Other (Please describe) 
 
New Q 
MkETHNWHPR {ASK IF EthPa=1} 
^SHOWP31 
And which of the following best describes ^Pname’s ethnic group?  
White Scottish 
White British 
White English 
White Welsh 
White Northern Irish 
White Irish  
Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
Any other White background (please describe) 
 
New Q 
MkETHNMXPR {ASK IF EthPa=2} 
^SHOWP32 
And which of the following best describes ^Pname’s ethnic group?  
1. Mixed White and Black Caribbean  
2. Mixed White and Black African  
3. Mixed White and Asian  
4. Any other mixed or multiple ethnic background (please describe)  
 
New Q 
MkETHNASPR {ASK IF EthPa=3} 
^SHOWP33 
And which of the following best describes ^Pname’s ethnic group?  
1. Indian  
2. Pakistani  
3. Bangladeshi  
4. Chinese  
5. Any other Asian background (please describe) 
 
New Q 
MkETHNBLPR {ASK IF EthPa=4} 
^SHOWP34 
And which of the following best describes ^Pname’s ethnic group?  
1. Black African  
2. Black Caribbean  
3. Any other Black background (please describe) 
 
Existing Q EndCASIX 
MkEndCASIX {ASK IF interview in home, Mode = In home [1]} 
Thank you very much for answering these questions.  
 
This is the end of your survey. To find out more about the study and what we do with the 
information you give us, please go to growingupinscotland.org.uk, or find us on Twitter: 
@growingupinscot. 
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Remember, you can find a list of useful organisations on our website: 
growingupinscotland.org.uk/information-for-gus-families/useful-links#parents 
 
 
Now press ‘1’ and THEN the <ENTER> key. 
:TContinue 
 
Existing Q EndCASIX 
MkEndCASIY {IF interview in home, Mode = In home [1]}Now press ‘1’ and THEN the 
<ENTER> key again to lock up your answers. 
 
Then hand the laptop back to the interviewer 
:TContinue 
 
XIntNum {IF interview in home, Mode = in home [1]} 

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE TYPE IN YOUR INTERVIEWER NUMBER TO CONTINUE 
RANGE: 0..99999 

 
MkFinishMC {IF interview by telephone, Mode = telephone [2]} 
INTERVIEWER: THIS IS THE END OF THE PARENT INTERVIEW. THANK 
RESPONDENT FOR TAKING PART. 
 
MkHowLong {Ask all with parent interview/CASI} 
INTERVIEWER: 
The computer thinks that the Main Carer Interview started at ^StartTime and finished at 
^EndTime - ^Totaltime minutes. 
 
Please confirm if correct or if not please estimate the length of the Main Carer Interview 
in minutes. 
RANGE:0..60  
 
{If RIncentive=1 (LPM ReceiveIncentive = Yes and main carer CASI/CAPI completed} 
MkGiftRemMC 
@/INTERVIEWER: THIS RESPONDENT IS ELIGIBLE FOR A @B£5 Love2Shop 
EVOUCHER@B AS A THANK YOU FOR TAKING PART. 
@/@/We would like to send you a £5 e-voucher as a thank you for taking part. 
 
@/@/INTERVIEWER: CHECK IF THE EMAIL ADDRESS ON THE ARF INFORMATION 
IS CORRECT, WRITE DOWN ANY NEW DETAILS AND CODE BELOW: 
@/@/Is this the best email to use?@/ 
@/@G^LMCEmail@G" 
: ( EmConf   "Email address recorded/confirmed", 
EmRef    "Email address refused", 
NoEmail  "No email address", 
EmGiven  "") 
 
{If email address given, GiftRemMC = Email given [4]} 
MkEmailMC 
"INTERVIEWER: ENTER MAIN CARER EMAIL BELOW:" 
: STRING[200] 
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{If RIncentive=1 (LPM ReceiveIncentive = Yes and main carer CASI/CAPI completed} 
MkVouch 
"@/IF THEY HAVE PROVIDED AN EMAIL ADDRESS, PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT THEY 
WILL RECEIVE AN EMAIL WITH AN ELECTRONIC GIFT VOUCHER IN THE NEXT 
FEW WEEKS. 
@/@/IF THEY DO NOT HAVE A VALID EMAIL ADDRESS, PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT IT 
WILL BE A LITTLE LONGER BEFORE THEY RECEIVE THEIR VOUCHER. 
@/@/(WE WILL SEND THIS TO THEM IN THE POST IN THE NEXT COUPLE OF 
MONTHS)." 
: TContinue 
 
New Q 
MkEndCATI {IF interview by telephone, Mode = Telephone [2]} 
@/THIS IS THE END OF THE PARENT/CARER INTERVIEW. 
@/@/PRESS 1 AND ENTER TO GO BACK TO PARALLEL BLOCKS" 
: Tcontinue 
 


